The graph above shows what information is considered important by users. The user rank on a 5 point scale the order of importance of information about a restaurant. The most important information is given 5 points and while the least important is given 1 point. The top 3 informations are ratings, menu and price range. Most users put ambiance of the least importance. Since menu, price range and ratings are considered important, we need to make sure that those informations are easy to find.

Some user while doing the tasks and looking at the prototype website, mentions several comments. They mention several the difficulty they encounter when using the website. The difficulties were to make "more details" window pop up when they click on the list on the left of the page. This way, they don't have to pick from the list on the left then click on more details on the bubble. Several users mention that it is annoying when the bubble pop up when they mouse over the list, because they have to mouse over again on the restaurant that they want. There was a comment to add search box so that user can easily find a particular restaurant with a keyword without having to scroll through the list of restaurant. Most of the users are satisfied with the information that the website contains. They find the website as something useful to have.
The next thing that we will need to implement is to have a way for user to filter the list of restaurants. This will help user to find the restaurant they are looking for easily because as the list of restaurant grows, it will become harder to find a specific restaurant. Also we need to fix several bugs on the current prototype such as the “make a reservation” page. We also need to add a feature to allow user to leave comment/rate restaurants since ratings are important information for user to decide if they should try a particular restaurant.